LinTO.ai attending the CES 2018
Paris, January 08, 2018 – LINAGORA is proud to announce the presence of
its new LinTO.ai technology at CES 2018.
LinTO is a smart Open Source assistant designed by LINAGORA: Based only on Open
Source technologies, LinTO is cloud enabled but GAFAM free ( Google-Amazon-FacebookApple-Microsoft). LinTO respects your privacy as it doesn’t share your data for commercial
use.
LinTO is designed to reduce time-consuming & stressful tasks: It uses a smart AI program
to understand your voice and helps you all along the office day even during meetings.
LinTO is a hardware & software OpenPlatform : Skills API expand the capabilities of LinTO
and lets anyone create their own commands. For example, LinTO can interact with
OpenPaaS, LINAGORA’s Open Source collaborative Platform to manage your agenda or emails.
With a full on board featured platform, LinTO is ready to help you in your everyday life:
• to be more organized:
◦ agenda management
◦ todo list reminders
◦ meeting set-ups
◦ notetaking
◦ email reading & writing
• to be more efficient:
◦ time optimization
◦ weather forecast
◦ traffic
• to be better informed:
◦ words & personalities definition
◦ newspaper headlines
LinTO's features are easily extendable. The Open Source approach makes it possible to be
independent from GAFAM's vertical & integrated ecosystems. LinTO is design to be
integrated easily into your current information system (API and plugins system are
available).
The Speech To Text (STT) function, core of LinTO's AI features, is leverage the Kaldi
(https://github.com/kaldi-asr/kaldi) free software. LinTO’s teams have developed in particular
phonetic and semantic recognition algorithms for the French language.
« We strongly believe in the personal assistant approach in the field of enterprise
collaboration. However, these highly AI based technologies must guarantee privacy of

personal data to the user. LinTO is designed to respect your privacy.», says Michel-Marie
MAUDET, the general manager of LinTO.
Our attendees will be able to experiment our hands-free and voice controlled device. LinTO
is based on Raspberry PI mini PC board and a respeaker mic array (total of 7 Digital
Microphones) to improve the voice interaction experience. « LinTO is an Open Source Smart
Assistant. Its open design allows integration into any system while being independent of
GAFAM's large vertical ecosystem. » says Michel-Marie MAUDET.

LinTO at Consumer Electronics Show (CES) 2018
LinTO’ll be present at the CES 2018 in Las Vegas. Visit Continental at CES, Tuesday, January
9 through Friday, January 12, at Eureka Park French Tech Corner, booth 50617.
CES (https://www.ces.tech/) is the world's gathering place for all who thrive on the business
of consumer technologies. It has served as the proving ground for innovators and
breakthrough technologies for 50 years — the global stage where next-generation
innovations are introduced to the marketplace. As the largest hands-on event of its kind,
CES features all aspects of the industry.

LinTO starts listening to you when you use the wake word “LinTO”. Visit us at booth 50617
and just say «Hello LinTO » to discover the capabilities of your future personal Open Source
assistant.
A prototype of LinTO will be presented at CES. It will be available for sale in the second half
of 2018. It can already be tested by downloading the sources on the linto.ai website.
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About LINAGORA
LINAGORA is one of the leading Open Source Software company in the world. LINAGORA
brings innovation, Open platform and digital independence to its customers. LINAGORA is
well-known as e-gov specialist but works also with large private organizations.
With software such as OBM, which is a collaborative messaging software, and LinShare,
which is a secure file sharing software, and its Open Social Platform OpenPaaS, LINAGORA
stands up to global software and "platforms" giants. This is one of the few non-US
companies to offer an alternative to the proprietory solutions. Thus, with its software,
LINAGORA supports nearly half of the French government and has already deployed its
solutions in many other countries.
LINAGORA has offices in France, Belgium, Canada, Vietnam and Tunisia and sells its
software and services around the world. LINAGORA is very active in emerging high-growth
countries, particularly in Africa.
LINAGORA is an Innovative SME with over 200 people internationally. The founders own
100% of capital. Founded in 2000, LINAGORA is today a French digital champion. As such,
LINAGORA has received numerous awards and prizes, and is a proud supporter of the
French Tech initiative in France but also in Africa, Vietnam and Canada.

